
 

 
 
Module Two, Copywriting Tactics  
Video Two, Creating Your Drafts 
 
Here’s what you’ll learn: How to set up your copy doc for both you and your 
designer, how to outline your copy, how to organize your copy and how to 
finesse your copy. 
 
So let’s talk about setting up your copy doc. Your copy doc—or “copy 
deck”, people use them synonymously—is the format in which you’ll deliver 
your copy. It’s how you set up the Word document in which you put the 
copy that you give to your designer. Everyone has his or her own specific 
style but the most important thing is that it’s easy to read and easy for your 
designer to put into layout. It has to be very clear which section of copy is 
which; your designer should be able to immediately see what copy you 
intend as your headline, your body copy, etc. And it also should be clear to 
you when you go back and look at it when you and your designer work 
together. 
 
Here’s how not to set up your copy doc. First of all, it’s not your job to tell 
your designer how to design. So you don’t need to say “this should be 
headline that’s in 24 point type and put it in the Ariel font” or say, “the 
picture should go here” or something along those lines. By the time you’re 
writing your copy, you and your designer will have already spent some time 
concepting so you both have a general idea of what your piece will look like, 
but the time to talk about design again is once you and your designer are 
working together in layout. You need to give your designer a chance to 
utilize his or her expertise and design without you trying to direct them.  
 
Your copy doc is also not the place for options. Your copy doc should be 
full and complete. Your copy doc goes to your designer, so it’s not up to 
your designer to choose the best option for your headline, that’s up to you. It 
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should be one headline, one set of body copy, one call to action, not “well 
we could do this headline or this headline or this headline” as if you can’t 
decide. If you’re working on a project and you really want to show your boss 
or your client or the project manager a few options for the headline or 
something, send it along to them to choose from or discuss before you send 
your doc to your designer. That’s the time to say, “This is what I 
recommend, but which one do you prefer?”—before your designer has to 
work with your copy. Also, keep the font within your copy doc the same and 
one size and denote special sections with capitalization, bolding and/or 
italics. You want to keep it professional and not confuse or insult your 
designer. You’ll see in just a second what I mean by denoting special 
sections. 
 
Here’s an example. As you can see in this copy doc, all of the point sizes are 
the same and the individual sections—the headline, the subhead, the body 
copy—are clear. Your designer will probably make your headline bigger, 
more important; this is not the place to tell them this.  All you have to do is 
tell them, by denoting it in all caps above it, this is what I intend as my 
headline. And then below it, same thing, tell them this is what I intend as my 
subhead. And set your body copy apart as your body copy. If you are doing a 
bulleted list like we have here, you don’t need to use actual bullets, you can 
just use hyphens; it will be up to your designer to design it and see how they 
lay it out.  
 
As we get to the bottom, I usually put copy for buttons in brackets like 
around that “buy now” copy, so that’s not actually a separate section, that’s 
the copy for a button. But just make sure your designer knows that. If you 
want to do it a different way, that’s fine, just make sure it’s clear and 
consistent throughout all of your copy docs. And then below again, this is 
the fine print. In general, the capitalization that you choose in your copy doc 
for your copy is exactly what your designer is going to use. For example, 
that headline is all initial capped—every single word is capitalized, so you 
can assume that your designer is going to copy and paste that into their 
layout and same thing with the subhead. But your body is sentence capped, 
so you can assume that your designer is going to use it exactly that way.  
 
As you prepare to give your copy doc to your designer just make sure you’re 
looking through it with a critical eye, looking at details like this. Is that the 
kind of capitalization you’re really going to want in the layout? Is that the 
kind of punctuation you really want? It’s obviously something that can be 
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changed once you and your designer are working together, but it’s best to 
get in the habit right away of getting your capitalization and punctuation 
right in your copy doc to begin with.  
 
Let’s talk a bit about how to outline your copy. First, start out by writing the 
key messages you’ll need to include. You know you’ll need to include the 
benefit, but are there any additional features that you’ll need in this project 
to support the benefit? Are there any additional details that the reader will 
need to know in order to decide whether or not to take the action you want 
them to take? Figure out the major next step you’d like them to take and then 
write out the call to action you’d give them so they know that this is the 
action they’re going to take. So if the major next step you’d like them to take 
is to subscribe to the newsletter, your call to action might be something like 
“Subscribe Now”. Your call to action should never be copy like “click here” 
because your reader doesn’t know what’s actually going to happen after they 
take that action. In an email if it says “click here”, there’s no way to tell 
what you’re actually going to land on. People want to be prepared for what’s 
going to happen after they take an action and it’s your job to prepare them. 
Like we were saying before, it’s your job to take them by the hand and lead 
them through the process.  
 
Next, write out any additional secondary next steps. As I said before, there’s 
always going to be one major next step, but there might be additional 
secondary next steps that the client would also like people to take. Maybe 
the main next step is that you want people to purchase, but the secondary 
next step might be to sign up for an event or forward to a friend. Be sure you 
know what these additional next steps are. And then also make a list of any 
terms or any pieces of information that need to be in there. If it’s a contest, 
they need to know the contest prices, but they also need to know how long 
they have left to enter, if there are additional ways to enter, those kinds of 
things. When it comes to outlining, you won’t always need to do this. 
Eventually it will be second nature, but I strongly recommend that you try 
outlining your copy first as you work on your first couple of copy projects to 
make sure you have all of the elements in there that you need to create an 
effective piece. 
 
Now, we’re moving on to how to organize your copy. Once you’ve got your 
outline done, you’re going to start moving this copy around. Put your key 
benefit up to the top and put your call to action at the bottom, because you 
know you’re going to lead with your benefit and you know you’re probably 
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going to end with your call to action. This allows you to kind of bookend the 
copy. Within that, start arranging your copy in descending order of 
importance. The most important information is obviously your key benefit 
so that goes at the top, but what is the next most important piece of 
information? And remember that it’s the next most important piece of 
information to the customer, not to your client or boss or company. Their 
next most important piece of information might be how to buy, but the 
customer might need to know more about the product or the benefits before 
they’re ready to take that action.  
 
So organize your information in order of what’s important to your customer 
and what they need to know in order to take that next step. Also, if people 
only read the beginning of your copy or only the heading, you really want 
them to get the main message of your piece, so it’s crucial that your most 
important information is at the top. As they say in journalism, “Don’t bury 
the lead.” The lead is the most important piece of information in a story, so 
the lesson is to avoid burying that most important piece of information 
beneath information that isn’t as important. It’s sad to say, but a lot of 
people will only read the headline and maybe just a bit more than that, and 
so you want to make sure you’ve conveyed the most compelling information 
there to get them to take that next step. If people only skim the headlines, 
your subheads and your call to action, you want them to get it, to understand 
exactly what they’re supposed to do. Which brings us to… 
 
Nobody reads the copy! You will hear this and you will hear it a lot; 
sometimes in jest, sometimes for real and sometimes even from copywriters. 
And it’s true: no one but you, your boss, maybe the boss’s boss and your 
mother will read all of the copy. But it’s also not true: People will read some 
of the copy. And you can’t always tell which parts. In fact, it’s very rare that 
you can plan which parts they’ll actually read. People will surprise you. So 
it’s crucial that you make it easy to get the gist of your message if they just 
skim. But you also don’t want to waste any words in the body copy. Make it 
simple to get through if they’re only going to read the head and subhead, and 
make it easy for them to understand, but at the same time, make it easy for 
them to get through the body copy.  
 
Make every single word count. I cannot stress this heavily enough—if the 
two things you take away from this course at this point are that you lead with 
the key benefit, this is the second one. Make every single word count; every 
word needs to serve a purpose and you need to know what that purpose is. 
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Part of your role as an expert is choosing the exact right words and you 
should be able to explain why you chose every word you chose. An exercise 
in the action sheet will help you get used to doing this, but don’t forget it. 
Every single word must count. 
 
Now let’s talk about how to finesse your copy. You outlined it, you 
organized it, and now you’re going to finalize the positions and add some 
style. Now, you’re going to start fitting in where you put the necessary parts 
of your copy. What concepts are going to be in your headline? How will you 
support that in your body copy? Once you’ve gotten your body copy and 
your headline copy and your subhead copy in order and you have a good 
flow to your message, take a step back and start infusing the brand 
personality and brand voice in there. Use the words, phrases and tone that 
your brand would use. Make sure that if your brand is fun and friendly that it 
doesn’t come across as serious and overly bold or anything like that. Now is 
the time to start evaluating the copy from the brand voice perspective. So for 
example, a very simple “Get summer fashions at low prices” in your outline 
and organized doc would become “Summer styles have arrived at a steal! 
Don’t try to resist! Shop now” as you add the brand voice to it. You’re 
taking your basic message and finessing it with your brand’s unique identity. 
 
Here’s a note about structure before we wrap up this video. We’ll go into 
specific types of structure for specific types of media in later videos as we 
talk about print and interactive copywriting, but everything will be based on 
these lessons. As we discussed, the “don’t bury the lead” rule from 
journalism crosses over everywhere. Don’t make your readers hunt for the 
most important piece of information because they won’t. If they get an email 
and they don’t immediately know what the important information you’re 
trying to get across is, they’ll delete it. They’ll throw away direct mails, 
they’ll skip a banner ad, they’ll go right past a magazine ad. Don’t make 
them hunt and don’t make them think; they simply won’t do it. Give them 
what they need in order to make their decision as quickly as possible. Make 
your writing straightforward, clear and to the point. Keep it in your brand 
voice but let people know what you’re trying to convey to them. Make it 
persuasive by using great benefit copy, hook them in and encourage them to 
make the decision to take the step you want them to.  
 
Speaking of steps, here are your next ones! Start paying attention to how 
other writers have structured their messages. Are they good? Are they bad? 
And what makes them good or bad? Where did they put their benefit? Is it 
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right up front so that you immediately see it, or did they bury the lead? And 
is it clear what their next step is supposed to be? Is it clear what will happen 
if you take that next step? Pay very close attention to how other writers are 
structuring their messages. You will find a lot of good examples and you 
will find a lot of bad examples. That is part of the reason that you know that 
copywriting is a very challenging field. There are a lot of people out there 
who are doing it poorly. Luckily you’ll be doing it well! Now, head on over 
to video 3 to learn about self-editing your copy.  
 


